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Overview of North London Flying School 

North London Flying School (NLFS) is the trading name for East Herts Flying School Ltd.  The 

organisation was founded in 1993 and has always been based at Panshanger Aerodrome. NLFS has 

grown and developed over the years, building a reputation as an excellent training organisation, a 

hub for general aviation and a real community asset. The aerodrome as a site and the flying school 

as a business are now almost synonymous for each other. Without the aerodrome the school 

cannot operate and without a functioning school the aerodrome would no longer operate.  

Membership of the club1 now stands at over 12,000 with the majority coming from Welwyn 

Hatfield and the surrounding areas. The quality of the training and excellent reputation of the 

school has made it one of the busiest aerodromes in the country, with more than 18,500 

movements per year and it is ranked as the number-one training facility in the UK.2  

The recent recessions which caused the bankruptcy and closure of many large and small aviation 

business around the country left NLFS and Panshanger Aerodrome relatively unscathed. Whilst well 

known businesses such as Bonus Aviation and Cab-Air were closing their doors, NLFS increased its 

activity, turnover and membership. The business is valued near £10 million and continues to grow.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                           
1
 The North London Flying School maintains a club which members must join in order to make use of the facilities. 

2
 http://www.toprankflyingschools.co.uk/ 

Company Revenue, 2008-2013 Training Flights, Relative Change, 2008-2013 

New Members & Total Members, 2009-2013 
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Photo from Panshanger’s Aerobatics Day  

The display could be seen by members at the airfield or by local residents by looking out of their windows. 

A brief display from just one of these world class pilots would typically cost over £1,500.   

The next event is on 18th May which our pilots sports day. 

Overview as an Air Sports Facility 

Both the LAA’s and Sports England’s assessments of Panshanger Aerodrome, requested by the 

council were written without any knowledge of the flying school and as such we were not able to 

assist them at the time in providing more detailed information to the council. However we strongly 

agree with many of their points that were made and would like to provide further detail. Recently 

several aerodromes around the UK have had to close either due to threat of redevelopment or due 

to economic pressures and there are fewer and fewer general aviation hubs available. Although the 

new red tape challenge panel and CAA are working with the DCLG to offer greater protection to 

aerodromes, the recent closure and threat of closure of other locations such as Manston, 

Bembridge, Shoreham and Sandown to name a few makes Panshanger all the more valuable. 

There are four businesses which make use of Panshanger Aerodrome and help make it an 

outstanding air sports facility and benefit to the local economy. PFM (professional flight 

management) is primarily responsible for aircraft parking, hangarage, landing fees and the 

condition of the runway and taxiways. Out of the Box Café is a fully licenced members café which is 

operated as a sole trader. North London Flying School has two elements; maintenance, which looks 

after all of the aircraft based at Panshanger and the flying school which trains pilots. The school 

operates thirteen aircraft in addition to the twenty-nine privately owned aircraft which are also 

based at the aerodrome. The scale and activity of the operations at Panshanger makes it a category 

B aerodrome, a major general aviation airport.3  

 

                                                           
3
 http://www.gaac.org.uk/gasar/GASAR_AerodromeCategorisation.pdf 
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NLFS stands out from many other organisations for a variety of reasons.  

 First, the approach to training is more informal, more collegiate, and more focused on what 

works in real life situations. This has led other organisations, including the RAF, to adopt the 

best practice principles first implemented at NLFS. This is in contrast to many other flying 

schools, and attracts a great number of students. 

 

 Second, because training, maintenance and airfield operations are all conducted by the 

same organisation ‘under the same roof’ enormous synergies exist. The benefits of which 

are passed on to students and visiting aircraft in terms of cost saving, time saving and ease 

of access. The majority of other airfields have multiple operators providing different 

services, competing against each other and so do not have these same synergies.  

 

 Third, great emphasis is placed on the quality of training. Students select their instructors 

not the other way around and instructors are briefed on the best ways to educate people 

with different learning styles. There is no one-size fits all approach and even though the 

organisation boasts hundreds of active students and thousands members, instructors 

personalise their process to the needs and abilities of the student in question.  

 

 Fourth, there are no hidden costs involved in training and prices are always kept 

competitive. This is different to many other airfields which often have to charge additional 

‘hidden’ fees to pilots such as landing fees, circuit fees and fuel surcharges. Below is a chart 

comparing the all-included cost of flying on hour at various locations in the South East. Note 

that NLFS (in yellow) uses higher performance aircraft than its lower cost competitors.4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fifth, the school has its own aerobatics team, pilots from which have won numerous medals 

and accolades both at national and international championships. 

 

 Sixth, NLFS has a policy of ‘buy local’ which means wherever possible the organisation 

makes use of goods and services from local people and local businesses to boost the 

economy of the surrounding area. Partnerships have also been set up with local businesses 

for joint promotion such as Tewin Bury Farm Hotel, Hertfordshire Life Magazine, Luton Hoo 

Hotel and the Business Independent Magazine. 
                                                           
4
 Full size charts available in the Appendix 
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Events 

The flying school hosts numerous aviation related events throughout the year. From aerobatic 

displays to aviation lectures, seminars, parties, trips and charity events. Events can be as small as a 

guest speaker recalling their experiences to a few dozen listeners, to a historic revival day attracting 

a few thousand members from around the country. 

   

   

Although the events are not open to the general public, the large number of members from 

Welwyn Hatfield and the surrounding area means that any event at the aerodrome directly benefits 

the local people. NLFS prides itself in getting young people into aviation and holds an annual event 

called ‘young aviator’s day’ for the younger members who are between 11 and 18 years old. Other 

events such as the Revival Day and Aerobatics Day bring in thousands of members to see world 

class air displays, vintage aircraft and to connect with other enthusiasts that make up the fans of 

the UK’s second largest spectator sport. There are also links with local schools, air cadet groups and 

scout leaders who have all joined up as members to support the aerodrome. These groups have a 

great interest in aviation and Panshanger is the only accessible facility nearby which can offer young 

people an insight into air sports and aviation.  
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Local Charities & Fetes 

Many charities and local interest groups benefit from donations made by the flying school. Typically 

these are gifts of free flight experiences which are then raffled in support of fund raising for a local 

charity or interest groups, sometimes it can be arranging for an aerobatic display or direct 

donations. Some charities and foundations receive regular donations and support from the school 

as an on-going commitment. Although the flying school does not have charitable status and does 

not receive direct benefits for its charitable contributions it is part of the policy of the business to 

benefit people as much as possible and to encourage and enable people to get involved in aviation.  

 

 

 

“Aviation Without Borders is a national aviation charity and we have worked closely 

with the North London Flying School (NLFS). Our core activity in the UK is introducing 

disadvantaged kids to aviation and includes taking them on a short flight. A 

spokesperson from one of the leading charities we work with, Marie from Action for 

Children, stated that she had 'seen how young people react to these days and that it 

can change the shape of their lives for the better'.  None of this would have been 

possible for disadvantaged children in the locality without the support of the North 

London Flying School and if they withdraw their help we will not be able to continue 

with these events in the area.” 

- Stan Stewart, Aviation Without Borders 

 

“On behalf of all trustees, staff, volunteers and service users of Herts Aid, I am writing to 

thank you for the voucher offering afternoon tea for two, and life associate membership 

of the North London Flying Club, which you kindly donated for our Grand Prize Draw, 

held at our World AIDS Day Charity Ball on 30th November 2013. I am pleased to inform 

you that the evening was a huge success raising much-needed funds exceeding 

£10,500.00, to help support those infected or affected by HIV/AIDS, and towards our 

education and prevention services for young people. On behalf of everyone at Herts Aid 

please accept our sincere thanks for your generosity. Your support is very much 

appreciated.” 

 
- Stephanie Mawbey, Herts Aid 
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“Thank you for setting us a regular Monthly Standing Order to support our charitable 

organization…. We have children, teenagers who struggle with lots of issues, job loses who need 

confidence to be creative and coping (our services have no longer burden to government), 

community members struggle with different mental health issues, particularly MMS, Alzheimer, 

bereavements, and elderly with loneliness…. We have no means to sustain other than 

generosity of satisfying benefactors of our services such as yourself. I am extremely pleased 

that you encourage your community make use of us if they believe in resounding techniques to 

unlock their potentials.” 

- Ven Akurala Samitha, Dhamma Nikethanaya Buddhist Cultural Centre 

 

“The North London flying School's donation to the Jazz Band Auction, in aid of Welwyn 

Hatfield Women's Refuge, helped fund the total £1000 raised that evening. We are very 

thankful for their donation as it was one of the larger, more popular, donation prizes 

which defiantly helped raise the amount we did. This money raised will not only be able 

to improve the IT facilities at the Refugee, but also allow improvements within the 

advertisement. I want to thank you again for the donation, as without your help we 

wouldn't of raised the amount we did.” 

- Hanna Young, Welwyn Hatfield Women’s Refuge 

 

“I am once again pleased to receive the kind donation of an afternoon tea voucher for 
two and a membership from Panshanger Flying School, which we used in the raffle to 
raise money towards my Mayor’s Charity Appeal. The money raised from the Ball will 
help two very worthwhile local charities, Friendship House in Hatfield and Jubilee House 
Care Trust in Welwyn Garden City. What is even more special is the fact that you make 
a donation each year, and this time it has help us raise over £2,000.” 
 

- Sally Houghton, Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council 
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“Last year, fly2help’s Air Smiles Day, hosted by the North London Flying School at 

Panshanger Aerodrome, flew a group of very special families who had lost a parent. The 

day had immeasurable positive benefits for the families involved, as well as the broader 

aviation community in the area. The Childhood Wellbeing Research Centre reports that 

families who have lost a family member suffer from anxiety, depression, separation 

fears and family dysfunction, yet few to no government services are provided for them. 

fly2help’s Air Smiles Day at Panshanger gave these families the chance to participate in 

exciting activities to increase their self-esteem and help to facilitate positive parent-child 

relationships through a day of escape, as well as creating truly happy and magical 

memories to carry forward as a family. fly2help couldn’t do its work without the support 

of the local aviation community, who came together through the North London Flying 

School to give their time and facilities selflessly to these special families. From waived 

landing fees to donated flights from three very generous local pilots, to airfield tours, to 

a delicious lunch provided by Out of the Box Cafe, Panshanger Aerodrome’s Air Smiles 

Day demonstrated what the local aviation community can achieve together to turn 

ordinary days into extraordinary adventures for those who need it most.” 

- Felicia Willow, Fly 2 Help 
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Location  

As was made clear by the LAA report requested by the council, Panshanger Aerodrome sits at a 

unique location for sports aviation. The narrow channel of free airspace between Luton and 

Stanstead airports in which Panshanger sits, is a busy thoroughfare for light aircraft. Maintaining a 

licenced aerodrome at this location is a key benefit to flight safety, providing not only a place to 

land should the worst happen, but somewhere to stop and refuel and an invaluable reference and 

navigation point. There have been several incidents over the years in which Panshanger acted as an 

emergency landing location for aircraft in distress and has saved the lives of people who otherwise 

would have no safe place to land in this busy area.  

It is one of only two licenced aerodromes in Hertfordshire, the other being near to Watford, and 

with this exception the nearest other licenced aerodromes within an are in Essex and 

Cambridgeshire. As was made clear in the LAA report it would not be possible to either develop an 

alternative site, or move the business, aircraft and facilities to another location. The loss of 

Panshanger Aerodrome would mean the complete loss of aviation in this area and all that entails. 

 

 

 

 

Chart showing the location of Panshanger and generally restricted 

airspace. Green lines indicate common light aircraft traffic routes. 
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The type of ground on which Panshanger Aerodrome is based is unusual in that it is gravel based 

and raised slightly above the surrounding areas. This means that the runway is able to drain easily 

and does not become water logged or flooded. This is a problem that effects the majority of other 

airfields in the UK during the winter months. During the recent heavy rains at the start of the year 

many other aerodromes around the country, from Stapleford to Sywell to Andrewsfield to Lands 

End had to cease operations due to waterlogged runway and taxiing areas. However during this 

time because of the particular nature of the ground on which Panshanger is based, it did not have 

to stop operations. This makes it an attractive location for year-round operations as pilots know 

that the runway will be safe to use when other aerodromes are unavailable.   

Due to its location and security Panshanger is used regularly by the Police as a stop and briefing 

point when conducting driver training. The military also use of the site several times a year when 

conducting training flights. 

The proximity of Panshanger to a population centre such as Welwyn Garden City is slightly unusual 

for a GA aerodrome. Whilst there are certainly other aerodromes that neighbour towns and cities 

throughout the country, the majority are in far more rural locations. This proximity makes 

Panshanger relatively accessible via public transport and allows people who do not have their own 

transportation to get to the aerodrome. This same access to public transport allows arriving visitors 

to get to London, Stevenage and St. Albans quickly and easily, something they could not do 

otherwise. 
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Members 

The primary activity of the flying school is teaching people to fly. Although often misconstrued as 

being an activity only conducted by the wealthy, the school caters to people from all walks of life, 

from teenagers who have saved up for a month for a few hours of flying, to people wanting a career 

in aviation, to business owners and entrepeneurs. The quality of the training and the ‘people first’ 

atmosphere has made it one of the busiest and most active clubs in the South East, if not in the UK. 

Current membership of the club stands at over 12,000 ranging from private owners, students in 

training, associate members, licence holders and honorary members.  

Our operating terms of business require that the aerodrome is utilised and operated for benefit of 

its members, membership is readily and easily available upon enquiry and we ask everyone who 

uses the facility to become a member. This is for compliance and health and safety reasons. We 

welcome members from a broad section of the public and offer diverse and affordable membership 

for different requirements. 

 

There are different types of membership available depending on the intended use of the facilities, 

with visiting aircraft membership costing £25, associate membership costing £30 and full 

membership for aircraft owners and flying school students costing £125. Discounts and 

dispensations are given to various groups such as university students and military personnel and 

applicants who are unable to cover the cost of membership are on a case by case basis given a 

discount or a waiver as we feel that a lack of means should not exclude people from being able to 

get involved.  

Most members come from the surrounding area as you can see from the maps on the following 

pages, but some come from very far afield and due to our reputation it is not uncommon for us to 

receive requests and visitors from the US, Europe, Japan and China.  

Given the population of Welwyn & Hatfield and the location of our members, approximately 1 out 

of every 45 people in the borough is a member of the flying club.5 

                        

 

 

                                                           
5
 Based on the 2011 estimated borough population of 110,700 people and the approximately 2,500 members with 

Welwyn Hatfield postcodes. 
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Local View   

 

Most of the members in the local area come from Welwyn Hatfield and Hertford, with a significant 

proportion coming from the area directly surrounding the aerodrome. The prevelance of housing 

near to the aerodrome which is another unique feature, as its location allows those that are 

interested in aviation as a sport or recreational activity to live just metres away from the site.  

National View 

 

Membership from London and the South East makes up the majority of the membership base with 

those members who live further afield typically being visiting aircraft members who enjoy flying in 

to Panshanger to make use of its facilities and location. 

 

Panshanger 

Aerodrome 

Welwyn 

Hatfield 

Hertford 
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Global View 

 

As mentioned we receive visitors from around the world and many choose to become members of 

the club as can be seen from the map above. Each of the green markers on the maps above and on 

the previous page represents a member based on their postcode. Due to limitations with the 

software it was only possible to map the first 8,000 of the 12,000 members, so when viewing the 

maps above consider an additional 1.5x markers at each location.  

Membership of the club has continued to grow steadily after a drop in new memberships in 2009 

following the credit crunch. We expect to add a similar number of members to the club this year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taken from internal NLFS member database. 
 Note that the database system was changed in 2009 and so accurate records from before 

that date are unavailable 
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Reviews and Testimonials 

The high quality of training offered by NLFS is reflected in the user reviews and testimonials 

collected on major websites such as Google, Qype, Top Rank Flying Schools and others. This reflects 

what makes Panshanger such an invaluable air sports facility and asset to the local economy. 

 

Google+ 

NLFS currently has a star rating of 4.9/5, putting it in the top 1% of all businesses in the world 

reviewed by Google users. 

 

 

Top Rank Flying Schools 

NLFS currently is ranked #1 in the United Kingdom, ahead of all other flying schools in the country. 

 

 

Qype 

NLFS currently has a 5 out of 5 stars. 

 

Additional details can be found in the appendix 
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Training 

The current focus of the school is on training for private pilots with the EASA (European Aviation 

Safety Agency) PPL-A (private pilot licence – aeroplanes) being the most popular licence that people 

work towards. The school has trained Ted Barret, the oldest PPL holder in the country at 92 years of 

age, and the youngest female solo pilot, Rachael Speller.6 

  

In addition the school provides training for multi-engine licences, tail wheel aircraft, instrument 

ratings, complex aircraft ratings and other related ratings and qualifications. As previously 

mentioned there are thirteen aircraft which are used for training, which in the category of General 

Aviation qualifies as a medium-large sized operation. There are typically 8-9 instructors and 2-3 

examiners providing flight training at the aerodrome. The number of training flights continues to 

increase each year and the expectation for 2014 is that additional staff will be required. We 

consider the LAA’s estimate of the number of movements at the aerodrome (18,500) as a 

conservative base estimate. The actual number would be closer to 25,000 movements7, and we 

expect this number to continue to increase. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
6
 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2231780/Rachael-Spelling-youngest-Britain-fly-aeroplane-solo-flying-16th-

birthday.html 
7
 https://www.caa.co.uk/default.aspx?catid=1279&pagetype=70&gid=1286&faqid=886 
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Contrary to many other flying schools and aviation businesses in the country, North London Flying 

School has done remarkably well throughout the recession. The business has actually managed to 

develop and improve at a time when many others have had to close down. The council may 

currently believe that Panshanger Aerodrome is a category C aerodrome, based on old information 

from 2004, the fact is that Panshanger is certainly a category B aerodrome; a major general aviation 

airport. 

In addition to the private pilot licence and ratings offered by the school an application has been put 

to the CAA for the school to begin conducting commercial flight training this year. Commercial 

training in the UK has seen a marked increase in numbers over recent years and the school hopes to 

replicate its success won in the private flight training environment, in the commercial training 

environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note that commercial training is just a different type of licence and does not mean commercial air 

transport and does not require larger aircraft than those currently already based at the aerodrome.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CAA Data on pilot licences issued 2002-2013. Orange line is 

Commercial, Blue line is Private  
http://www.caa.co.uk/default.aspx?catid=175&pagetype=68&gid=2069 

 

http://www.caa.co.uk/default.aspx?catid=175&pagetype=68&gid=2069
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Existing Training Relationships 

NLFS currently has existing training relationships with other organisations in the local area.  

 

  

 

 

University of Hertfordshire: 

Degree courses such as Aerospace Technology with Pilot Studies BSc and Aerospace Systems 

Engineering with Pilot Studies MEng run by the university require that the students complete a set 

program of flight training towards gaining their private pilot licence. As the closest licensed 

aerodrome and flying school to the university, these flight training requirements are met by NLFS 

and have been for some years. It has been suggested that Panshanger Aerodrome could be the 

base for a more structured learning approach as well as the possibility of the university purchasing 

two aircraft and basing them at the aerodrome. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Every year we have around 50 students on our pilot studies courses.  At the moment we 

offer two courses- BEng/MEng Aerospace Systems Engineering with Pilot Studies and BSc 

Aerospace Technology with Pilot Studies.  On both courses students are required to do at 

least 20 hours of flying in order to graduate, they can choose any flying school they wish 

to. The problem with Stapleford is that it is quite far away from the University and Hatfield, 

where majority of our students stay. Panshanger Aerodrome is much closer to us - about 

10min drive.” 

- Joanna Kasonde, Lecturer in Aerospace Engineering, University of Hertfordshire 
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Haileybury College Air Cadets     

The Haileybury College squadron of the RAF Air Cadets maintains a training arrangement with NLFS 

for regular flights and ground school training for their cadets, who become club members. The 

squadron leader; Michael Perrins has been an air cadet squadron leader for thirty years and is a 

member of North London Flying School. 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

ELCAS  

The Ministry of Defence’s Enhanced Learning Credits Administration Services saw fit to include NLFS 

last year as one of the few flight training organisations in the United Kingdom that meet the 

standards set out for training of discharged military personnel. North London Flying School is one of 

only four civilian flight training organisations (FTOs) which are allowed to train military and ex-

military personnel wanting to undertake the private pilot licence under the ELCAS scheme. 
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Scouts  

Scout leaders become club members and NLFS is able to help the local scouts in achieving their 

aviation badges and with general educational and learning opportunities. Some photos below of a 

recent Scout outing at the aerodrome to learn more about aviation.  

 

     
 

 

Other Groups 

Additionally groups of flyers from private companies and groups such as Google, U3A, Price 

Waterhouse Cooper and BNP Paribas have also chosen to make NLFS their home base for training 

and pleasure flights.  
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Civil Activity - Campaigning 

The General Aviation network around the country is an interdependent network, whilst each 

operator or business acts independently, what happens to one effects the others. Realising the 

difficulties that many organisations were facing, particularly with regulatory burdens, members of 

the flying school began a campaign last year to bring attention to these excesses in regulation, and 

bring about changes. The campaign under the name CAA Complaints quickly gained momentum 

and government attention. A consultative process called the Red Tape Challenge was launched 

specifically for General Aviation, resulting in a statement to parliament, a new General Aviation 

specific division in the CAA and a special oversight board to help deliver much needed changes in 

regulation. The benefits of the work done by members from North London Flying School are being 

felt by the aviation community around the country.  

  

 

 

Civil Activity - Advisory 

The expertise and knowledge gained at Panshanger has led local and national governments of 

numerous countries and regions to request advice on how to set up similar operations in their own 

territories. Delegations that have arrived at the flying school in the past have been so impressed 

with what they saw that they have offered state funding and tax rebates in order to help create the 

same environment in their territory. 

 Turks & Cacos 

o Govt. requested advice on air transport 

 Jacksonville, Florida 

o Local Govt. requested establishment of similar training operation 

 Cyprus 

o Govt. requested advice on airfield development and air transport 

 Romania 

o Govt. requested advice on air infrastructure 
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Social Activity 

The egalitarian nature of the company and the membership base creates an unusual social 

network. Whilst to the outside world a person may hold a particular position or social standing, 

when they are at Panshanger those differences disappear. What this means is that people who 

otherwise would not be likely to mix simply due to their situation in life, are able to socialise freely. 

This results in unusual links and greater opportunites for people to help each other directly, as well 

as being the foundation for a great many business initiatives and  friendships. 
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Role in the Local Economy 
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Role in the Local Economy 

Over twenty years of operating the same business from the same location the flying school has 

become well integrated with a great number of local educational facilities, businesses and 

enthusiasts. These people all rely on the flying school either for commerce, employment, training or 

entertainment. With an annual turnover of around £800,000 North London Flying School attracts 

people from around the country to spend their disposable income within Welwyn & Hatfield. 

Approximately 30-35 people per day travel to Panshanger Aerodrome just for flight training, making 

use of public transport, taxis, local shops and other amenities on route. Wherever and whenever 

possible the businesses at Panshanger use local suppliers and services, making sure that a great 

deal is put back into the community.  

Company Valuation 

As part of an on-going process of measuring insurable assets and maintaining the best access to 

credit facilities a valuation was recently conducted of the business. This valuation only covers the 

flight training and maintenance side of the business and excludes the café. This valuation should be 

treated as for illustrative purposes only. A discounted cash-flow model was used with estimated 

asset values and cash at hand. 

The value of the business based on a 20 year DCF was calculated at £9.4m. 

 

- Full view in the Appendix 

The aerodrome as a focal point for aviation in the area also means that national business which 

might otherwise go elsewhere is brought here. For example an aircraft at Stapleford Aerodrome 

needing repairs to its engine mount, might see that engine mount being given to a welder in 

Welwyn Garden City via Panshanger. A maintenance facility at Biggin Hill Aerodrome in need of a 

very large quantity of cleaning products purchases them from a supplier in Hatfield, through 

Panshanger. A flying school at Elstree that cannot afford the circuit charges there, flies its circuits at 

Panshanger. There are innumerable examples of how the airfield attracts business and commerce 

from around the country via its status as a hub for general aviation. On the following page are two 

maps to give an idea of the scale of this network. 

 

WACC 2.2%

Ca
sh

flo
w

Simple Valuation of EHFS Ltd

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

Turnover 647,770£          778,059£     898,866£     801,344£       846,090£           916,008£           991,703£           1,073,653£        1,162,375£        1,258,429£        1,362,420£        1,475,005£        1,596,893£        1,728,853£        1,871,718£        ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### #######

% Growth 20% 16% -11%

Profit 40932 112233 99285 65381 113,495£           162,111£           231,554£           330,743£           472,421£           674,789£           963,843£           1,376,718£        1,966,454£        2,808,810£        4,012,000£        ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### #######

% Growth 174% -12% -34%

Dividends 9000 25000 35000 0

DCF-P 111,043£           108,645£           106,299£           104,003£           101,757£           99,560£              97,410£              95,306£              93,248£              91,234£              89,264£              87,336£  85,450£  83,605£  81,799£  80,033£  78,304£  76,613£  74,959£  73,340£  71,756£  

DCF-R 827,818£           809,941£           792,449£           775,336£           758,591£           742,209£           726,180£           710,498£           695,154£           680,141£           665,453£           ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### #######

Ca
sh

flo
w

Dat
ab

as
e

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

Database Entries 9,000 10000 11000 12000

Revenue per Entry 72£                    78£                82£                67£                  

Importance of DB in sales process 14£                    16£                16£                13£                  

Database Value 129,554£          155,612£     179,773£     160,269£       169,218£           183,202£           198,341£           214,731£           232,475£           251,686£           272,484£           295,001£           319,379£           345,771£           374,344£           ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### #######

% Growth 20% 16% -11%

DCF 165563.6524 161988.143 158489.8502 155067.1065 151718.2803 148441.7753 145236.0296 142099.5151 139030.7368 136028.2317 133090.5687 130216.3 127404.2 124652.8 121960.8 119326.9 116749.9 114228.6 111761.7 109348.1 106986.6

Dat
ab

as
e

Br
an

d

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

Brand Value

Importance of Brand in sales process 129,554£          155,612£     179,773£     160,269£       187,562£           225,075£           270,090£           324,108£           388,929£           466,715£           560,058£           672,070£           806,484£           967,780£           1,161,337£        ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### ####### #######

DCF 183511.7474 179548.6312 175671.1025 171877.3128 168165.4537 164533.7558 160980.488 157503.9566 154102.5042 150774.5095 147518.3861 144332.6 141215.6 138165.9 135182.1 132262.7 129406.3 126611.7 123877.4 121202.1 118584.6

Br
an

d

A&
L

Fixed Assets 640,000£       

Intangible Assets (licences etc) 1,000,000£    

Long Term Liabilites 0

Equity 640,000£       

ENTERPRISE VALUE 9,475,383£      

A&
L
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The white lines on the maps below indicate the start points of journeys made to Panshanger 

Aerodrome from 2012-2013. Some of these lines can represent dozen of flights, and less than half 

of the locations recorded in our books are represented here. The images are simply to try to 

represent the scale of the aviation network and how as a focul point for aviation in the area, 

Panshanger Aerodrome connects Welwyn & Hatfield directly to people and businesses from around 

the country and abroad. Providing direct access to the towns as well as being only twenty five 

minutes from central London gives the borough an invaluable resource. 

 

 

Full list available in the appendix 
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Company Valuation - Approvals 

The twenty years of operations have allowed the businesses at Panshanger to build up a highly 

complex and extremely valuable array of approvals and certifications. In order for any work to be 

done in aviation, whether it is pilot training, maintenance, travel or facilitation there must be a 

regulated approval and certification process. Each process is individually arduous and complex and 

the assembly of approvals and certifications currently held at Panshanger would take others many 

years and great resources to attempt to replicate. 

 

The types of training which are approved by the CAA to be conducted at Panshanger range from the 

private pilots licence, to complex and multi-engine aircraft, through to instructor and examiner 

training. All of this is conducted at a CAA licenced aerodrome with its own legally registered 

airspace, fire fighting facilities, specialist fuel facilities and radio facilities. The two licences held by 

the maintenance facility allow for work to be conducted on both EASA aircraft and non-EASA 

aircraft, in effect this approves the maintenance facility to carry our work on any light aircraft. This 

package of licences are non-transferrable, they are site specific to Panshanger and issued by the 

Civil Aviation Authority only to this location. This further adds to the value of the aerodrome both 

as a standalone entity, as a unique part of the local economy and as  part of the national General 

Aviation network. 
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Direct Employment 
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Direct Employment 

There are four areas of business conducted at Panshanger Aerodrome, firstly there is the flight 

training business, secondly there is the aircraft maintenance business, thirdly there is the on-site 

member’s café and finally there is the aerodrome management company. 

 

 

 

 

 

Unlike most organisations with a segmented hierarchy, the businesses at Panshanger have a 

generally flat structure and individuals can to some extent take on different tasks across the four 

businesses which allows for a much greater level of efficiency. Staff levels can vary somewhat 

throughout the year due to seasonality. However the details below should provide a typical 

snapshot of the number of employees, with mid-summer levels being higher and mid-winter levels 

being lower.  

 

Director: 1 Full Time 

Flying Instructors: 8 Full Time, 1 Part Time 

Flight Examiners: 2 Part Time 

Operations: 2 Full time,  

Administration: 2 Part Time 

IT Staff: 1 Part Time 

Consultants: 1 Full time 

Work Exchange Program: 3 Part Time 

Engineer: 1 Full Time, 1 Part Time 

Engineering Apprentice: 1 Full Time 

Certifying Engineers: 3 Part Time 

Engineering Administrator: 1 Part Time 

Avionics Engineers: 2 Part Time 

Engine Engineer: 1 Part Time 

Quality Manager: 1 Part Time 

Chef: 1 Full Time, 1 Part Time 

Assistant Chef: 1 Part Time 

Manageress: 1 Full Time, 1 Part Time, 

Waiters & Waitresses: 8 Part Time 

Grounds Keeping: 3 Part Time 

Security: 2 Part Time 

 

Panshanger Aerodrome 

North London Flying School 

Flight Training Maintenance Cafe 

Flight Training 

Maintenance 

Cafe 

 

PFM 

PFM 

 

Total: 50 
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Indirect Employment 

The businesses at Panshanger Aerodrome deal with a lot more local businesses than one might 

expect. Food suppliers, welders, gardeners, wholesalers, mechanics, hotels, film companies, and 

telecoms companies to list just a few, are all involved in one way or another in the upkeep and 

development of Panshanger Aerodrome. The previously stated policy of ‘buy local’ means that 

whenever possible the businesses at Panshanger use local suppliers and merchants to source 

products and services. 

 

 

 

Education 

Beyond the flight training that goes on at Panshanger every day, there are other levels of education 

taking place. Local school children on work experience, educational seminars,  engineering 

apprentices, guest lectures and trainee chefs. All make use of the facilities for their own, or others, 

education. Many young people find it hard to gain even basic employment, the employer’s pre-

requisite always being that experience is required, which often puts young people without 

experience in a difficult situation.  

“North London Flying School help and support us at The Flower Bar by regularly buying 

their flowers here”  

- Jo Lee Partner, The Flower Bar, Hertford 

 

“Here at Tewin Bury Farm Hotel we work in conjunction with Panshanger aerodrome in 

a number of ways. We offer guests from the aerodrome a reduced B&B rate which is 

promoted by the aerodrome staff. We have also worked together to put a corporate 

flying package. We’ve enjoyed a long and happy working relationship and hope it 

continues.” 

- Jenna Latham, Tewin Bury Farm Hotel, Tewin 

 

“Here at Simmons Bakers we are delighted to be a approved supplier of the Out 

Of The Box Cafe at Panshanger Airfield, from our very first meeting they 

have come across as a very professional business and much like ourselves 

were very keen to use local suppliers of a high standard.” 

- Andy Newland, Simmons Bakers 
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For our younger members we offer a ‘flight exchange program’ where they can gain experience and 

training by working in various areas of the business, in exchange for flying lessons. This program has 

proven to be enormously successful, from bar work to photography to administration and has 

helped many young people in the local area to further themselves. 

We typically also have one engineering apprentice working at any one time. Over just the past 

couple of years we have helped train ten engineering apprentices as well as helping two engineers 

gain their certification. We also host a young aviators day every year for the younger members to 

educate them on all aspects of aviation. 

 

“North London Flying School… has given valuable work experience opportunities to at 

least 6 of our students. They have offered a variety of roles from bar work to 

photography.  We are delighted to be their first port call for staffing requirements and 

recognise the value of forging links between local businesses and our University”  

- Mandy Mitchell, Student Jobs, Hertfordshire Students’ Union 
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Private Flights 

Photographs from a two-aircraft return flight to Iceland last year.  
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“I am a specialist retail and commercial property surveyor based in Central London with 
30 years’ experience specifically representing International brands trading in the UK. I 
have represented Joseph, Richemont, Hackett, Dunhill, Fast Retailing (Comptoir de 
Cotonnier, Theory, Helmut Lange, UniQlo) Rag&Bone, Stephen Webster, Poilane, Pringle, 
Patek Philipe, Shanghai Tang, Gianfranco Ferre, Fratelli Rossetti, Tommy Hilfiger, Pepe, 
Chloe, Estee Lauder, Pringle, 2812, Sandro, Maje, LVMH, Browns South Molton Street, 
Gerard Darel and many more major companies develop business throughout the UK. 
  
Panshanger offers me an ideal location to fly clients around the UK and make best use of 
time in busy schedules. If this facility were removed, I am confident that our business 
would suffer and that some of those brands would not expand into the areas outside 
of London. The facility assists me developing my own business and in turn the business 
of my clients which is a major contribution to the economy generally.” 
  

- Michael R Horwitz, Horwitz & Co, London W1 

 

Private Flights 

As mentioned there are another twenty-nine privately owned aircraft based at Panshanger on top 

of the 13 used for training. Additionally a large number of aircraft fly in to Panshanger and their 

visits are logged. Whilst the majority of these flights are pleasure flights, a significant proportion are 

business flights allowing either locally based pilots to quickly and easily attend distant meetings, or 

alternatively for others to use Panshanger as their point of arrival to conduct business in the local 

area. It is not possible to quantify whether a flight was for business, pleasure or personal transport 

but it would be safe to assume that 80% are for pleasure, 15% for business and 5% for personal 

transport. Approximately one tenth of the total arrival and departure activity of the airfield would 

be for private flights. Additionally aircraft from other airfields such as Elstree and Wycombe use 

Panshanger for some training flights as it is the most feasible and cost effective location for them to 

conduct certain aspects of training such as circuits and landaways. 

 

“I’ve used this place for many many years, so any business meetings in London, Surrey or 

Hatfield up the road, this is a very easy place to get to, and I now use this as my base to 

get across to London, for meetings with Orange, EE and others in the area….Nice 

place, very friendly, but most importantly it’s very easy” 

 

- John George, JAG Communications, based in Jersey. 
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“I write to you as a business man based in Bournemouth who owns businesses in the 
area and use Panshanger aerodrome as a hub to those businesses. 
Whilst I accept that other airports such as Luton are nearby they do not offer small 
aircraft the quick and easy facilities that Panshanger does. 
I also meet many business people at the aerodrome who use it in the same way that I 
do, regularly and sometimes at short notice giving commercial access to Welwyn and 
Hatfield. 
It is, in my opinion, an asset to the local area and should be considered as such.” 
 

-Chris Thomas, The Moorings Consultancy, 
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“Panshanger is an integral part of the community, offering education, income and enjoyment 

to thousands of people.”  

 

- Adrian Wyatt OBE, Founder, Quintain Estates & Development PLC,  

 

Conclusion 

In the letter of 11th March 2014 we were asked for our views on the Aerodrome’s value as an air 

sports facility and its role in the local economy. We hope that this document has shown the council 

that the value of Panshanger Aerodrome is significant in both respects.  

Not only does the it provide a much needed and valued amenity for local people, who have joined 

as members in their thousands, but it is a valuable and integral part of the local economy providing 

employment and income to a diverse range of local people and businesses. 

The general aviation network benefits greatly from Panshanger Aerodrome, as one of the leading 

training organisations in the country, with a unique structure and an invaluable location, 

maintaining the aerodrome as an air sports facility has benefits that extend across the country.  

We invite you to come and visit, to see for yourselves the work we do. 
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APPENDIC 

APPENDIX 1: Turnover of East Herts Flying School Ltd trading as North London Flying School 

Turnover taken from East Herts Flying School Ltd Annual Accounts. 2008-2013. 

Linear trend arrow in red. 
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APPENDIX 2: Relative Change in Training Flights 

Relative change in training flights, 2009-2013. Base year 2009  = 100 

Linear trend arrow in red. 
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APPENDIX 3: Approvals held at 

Panshanger Aerodrome 
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APPENDIX 4: New Members who joined North London Flying Club by year 

 

 
New members who joined the North London Flying Club in year 

X. 
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APPENDIX 5: New and Total Members by year 
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APPENDIX 6: Reviews on North London Flying School 
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http://www.yelp.co.uk/biz/north-london-flying-school-hertford 

https://plus.google.com/117206486420848068107/about?hl=en 

http://www.toprankflyingschools.co.uk/flying_schools/north-london-flying-school/ 

https://www.facebook.com/northlondonflyingschool?ref=hl 

 

 Some reviews of Panshanger Aerodrome & North London Flying School 

http://www.yelp.co.uk/biz/north-london-flying-school-hertford
https://plus.google.com/117206486420848068107/about?hl=en
http://www.toprankflyingschools.co.uk/flying_schools/north-london-flying-school/
https://www.facebook.com/northlondonflyingschool?ref=hl
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APPENDIX 7: Visting Aircraft Arrivals 2012-13 

Visiting Aircraft Arrivals At Panshanger - Last Departed Aerodrome - 2012-2013 – Note that multiple entries are not included and a flight may 
have originated at a further location (eg. USA, Iceland, Italy) and stopped at an aerodrome listed below (last departed) on-route to Panshanger.  

abbots bromley Coventry Frinston laddingford Old sarum spilstead farm witchford 
Andrews field Cranfield garston farm Lasham Old warden stapleford Wolverhampton 
audley end Crowfield Gloucester Lashenden Perranporth Stoke woodwarton 
bagby Damyns Hall Goodwood Le Touquet Perth stowmaries Wycombe 
Beccles Denham Goodwood races Lee on solent Peterborough Connington Sturgate Wyton 

benington Derby graveley Leicester plaistows 
Sutton 
Meadow Yeovilton 

Benson dover Great Oakley Little Gransden Popham swansborough farm 
Beverley/Linley hill draycott farm Gt Missingham little snoring priory farm Syerston   
bicester Dunkeswell Gt Yarmouth Lydd RayneFarm Sywell   
Biggin Hill Dunsfold h green main hall fm Redhill Tatenhill   
blackbushe Duxford Haddon Malby Redland Thruxton   
Blackpool dysons Halton Manchester barton reed farm thurrock   
Boscombe Down Earls colne hardwick Manston Rochester Tibenham   
Bourn eaton bray Headcorn Maypole rush green tongham   
Bournemouth edgehill headon Membury sackville top farm   
bovingdon Elmsett Henlow moreton saltby Tresco   
Bristol Elstree Henstridge Mount airey Sandown troston   
Caernarfon ely high cross N Weald sandwich truleigh fm   
Calais Enstone High Easter nappsfield sandy Turweston   
cambridge Exeter high ham needham Scilly isles UNREADABLE   
Cardiff Fairoaks Hinton ( in hedges) Netherthorpe Seething Wellesbourne M 
Castle Bytham Fakenham Hoeven/Seppe newton sherburn Welshpool   
cheddington Farnborough holbeck fam Norwich Shobdon westfield fm   

Chiltern Park 
Farthing 
Corner Hollow Meadow notley green Shoreham westtisred   

Clacton felthorpe hus bos Nottingham sittingbourne whilton   
coleman? Fenland jackells fm nuthampstead sittles fm White Waltham 
Compton Abbas filton Jersey Nympsfield Sleap Whittles   
Coningsby Fowlmere kemble oaksey Slimfold Wickenby   

Cottered Frensham Kittyhawk fm Old buckenham Southend willingale   
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APPENDIX 8: Simple Valuation of East Herts Flying School Ltd 

 

 

WACC 2.2%

Cas
hflo

w

Simple Valuation of EHFS Ltd

2010 2011 2012 2013

Turnover 647,770£     778,059£ 898,866£ 801,344£     

% Growth 20% 16% -11%

Profit 40932 112233 99285 65381

% Growth 174% -12% -34%

Dividends 9000 25000 35000 0

DCF-P

DCF-R

Cas
hflo

w

Dat
abas

e

2010 2011 2012 2013

Database Entries 9,000 10000 11000 12000

Revenue per Entry 72£                78£            82£            67£                

Importance of DB in sales process 14£                16£            16£            13£                

Database Value 129,554£     155,612£ 179,773£ 160,269£     

% Growth 20% 16% -11%

DCF

Dat
abas

e

Bra
nd

2010 2011 2012 2013

Brand Value

Importance of Brand in sales process 129,554£     155,612£ 179,773£ 160,269£     

DCF

Bra
nd

A&L

Fixed Assets 640,000£     

Intangible Assets (licences etc) 1,000,000£ 

Long Term Liabilites 0

Equity 640,000£     

ENTERPRISE VALUE 9,475,383£ 

A&L
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2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

846,090£      916,008£      991,703£      1,073,653£  1,162,375£  1,258,429£  1,362,420£  1,475,005£  1,596,893£  1,728,853£  1,871,718£  2,026,389£  2,193,842£  2,375,131£    2,571,402£    2,783,892£    3,013,941£    3,263,000£    3,532,641£    3,824,564£    4,140,609£      

113,495£      162,111£      231,554£      330,743£      472,421£      674,789£      963,843£      1,376,718£  1,966,454£  2,808,810£  4,012,000£  5,730,592£  8,185,366£  11,691,674£ 16,699,956£ 23,853,599£ 34,071,600£ 48,666,614£ 69,513,592£ 99,290,646£ 141,823,089£  

111,043£      108,645£      106,299£      104,003£      101,757£      99,560£        97,410£        95,306£        93,248£        91,234£        89,264£        87,336£        85,450£        83,605£          81,799£          80,033£          78,304£          76,613£          74,959£          73,340£          71,756£            

827,818£      809,941£      792,449£      775,336£      758,591£      742,209£      726,180£      710,498£      695,154£      680,141£      665,453£      651,082£      637,021£      623,264£       609,804£       596,635£       583,750£       571,143£       558,809£       546,741£       534,933£          

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

169,218£      183,202£      198,341£      214,731£      232,475£      251,686£      272,484£      295,001£      319,379£      345,771£      374,344£      405,278£      438,768£      475,026£       514,280£       556,778£       602,788£       652,600£       706,528£       764,913£       828,122£          

165563.6524 161988.143 158489.8502 155067.1065 151718.2803 148441.7753 145236.0296 142099.5151 139030.7368 136028.2317 133090.5687 130216.3473 127404.1976 124652.7791 121960.7801 119326.9174 116749.9357 114228.6063 111761.7276 109348.1235 106986.6435

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034

187,562£      225,075£      270,090£      324,108£      388,929£      466,715£      560,058£      672,070£      806,484£      967,780£      1,161,337£  1,393,604£  1,672,325£  2,006,790£    2,408,148£    2,889,777£    3,467,732£    4,161,279£    4,993,535£    5,992,242£    7,190,690£      

183511.7474 179548.6312 175671.1025 171877.3128 168165.4537 164533.7558 160980.488 157503.9566 154102.5042 150774.5095 147518.3861 144332.5819 141215.5783 138165.8894 135182.0616 132262.6724 129406.3303 126611.6737 123877.3705 121202.1172 118584.6386
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Disclaimer 

This document was prepared by BMCM Consulting and is for information purposes only. No part of it should be treated as 

solicitation, advice, suggestion, support or objection in relation any proposed activities by the council or relevant land-owners and 

their affiliates. Whilst great attention to detail has been paid in ensuring that all details in this document are correct, inaccuracies 

may remain. 


